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Deliverable Abstract
EOSC-Pillar is developing and integrating a set of tools and services overallsupporting the construction and maintenance of an aggregated data spaceimplementing the FAIR principles. This deliverable documents the activities andresults (e.g., indicators on integrated data providers, and datasets, indicators ondatasets accesses) of the operation of the EOSC-Pillar toolset enacting thedevelopment of the EOSC-Pillar data space. This first release of this typology ofdeliverable gives early indicators about the exploitation of the proposed services.The data space will be actually developed in the second period of the project.
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Executive summary
The goal of the EOSC-Pillar Work Package 5 “The Data layer: establishing FAIR data services at the
national and transnational level” is to establish the settings for an effective sharing, exploitation
and reuse of data across initiatives and communities partaking to EOSC-Pillar and beyond. In order
to attain this challenging goal, the project leverages and builds upon results from previous and
ongoing projects as well as on the experience of the partners in the project.
This combined expertise will provide data providers and data consumers with a dedicated set of
services (and accompanying training) supporting the creation of a Federated FAIR Data Space
(F2DS) where multiple datasets from scattered data sources are virtually joined by combining their
metadata and are subsequently published and made available in accordance with the FAIR
principles.
This F2DS offers a rich array of tools for both data providers and data consumers. The tool for data
providers makes it possible to make data more compliant with the FAIR principles and any other
specific policies, as well as to integrate them with other data across disciplines, thus to develop a
unifying data space. The tools for data consumers facilitate the discovery and access to the datasets
populating the unifying data space.
This deliverable provides the readers with an up-to-date brief description of the services
contributing to the EOSC-Pillar F2DS workbench and gives some early indicators on the exploitation
of this technology when dealing with datasets and data sources of interest for the communities
involved in EOSC-Pillar via the use cases under development in WP6. A full development of the F2DS
is expected to take place during the second period of the project (i.e., the initial period was
dedicated to develop the toolset and demonstrate it). However, during the reporting period the
following operation activities were performed: (a) a total of 4 out of 13 data sources of interest have
been integrated to showcase the early implementation of the F2DS, (b) a total of 81k datasets
resulted from this initial integration, (c) 3 virtual research environments have been deployed to
provide the communities with F2DS service instances.
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1 Introduction
The primary goal of the EOSC-Pillar WP5 “The Data layer: establishing FAIR data services at the
national and transnational level” is to create the conditions for an effective sharing, exploitation and
reuse of data across initiatives and communities partaking to EOSC-Pillar and beyond. To pursue this
challenging goal, the project planned to leverage and build upon the wealth of past and ongoing
projects, initiatives and experiences to provide data providers and data consumers with the tools
they need to develop a shared data space where datasets of interest are collected from scattered
data sources and providers and published following unifying strategies thus to become seamlessly
and easily findable, accessible, interoperable and reusable in accordance with the FAIR principles
(Wilkinson et al. 2016).
A lot of technologies, services and solutions have been developed and are being developed to
support the implementation of the FAIR principles to some extent. A detailed and comprehensive
record of existing solutions is given in EOSC-Pillar Milestone MS25 “Existing tools available for
FAIRization identified and classified” (Cozzini, 2021) where the functionalities offered by 29 tools
were described. Because of the fact that these existing solutions have been developed in diverse
contexts and time frames they are mainly disconnected from each other and require human effort
when expected to work together.
WP5 is proposing and developing a solution that integrates and complements existing tools and
approaches thus to realize an end-to-end integrated solution providing both (a) data providers with
services facilitating the integration and publishing of existing datasets into a shared data space
matching the FAIR principles and (b) data consumers with services facilitating the seamless
discovery and access to the datasets contributing to the shared data space. This solution is named
EOSC-Pillar Federated FAIR Data Space workbench and consists of a set of interoperating services
and approaches enabling human and machine users to populate the EOSC-Pillar Federated FAIR
Data Space and subsequently discover and access the published datasets seamlessly.
The rest of the deliverable provides an overview of the set of components and tools envisaged to
implement the EOSC-Pillar Federated FAIR Data Space workbench by highlighting their major
features and how these components have been integrated and are expected to work together.
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1 https://github.com/FAIRDataTeam/FAIRDataPoint-Spec

2 Operating the EOSC-Pillar Federated FAIR Research
DataManagementWorkbench

The EOSC-Pillar Federated FAIR Data Space (F2DS) is a unifying data space that is built by aggregating
and enriching datasets from a set of scattered repositories/data sources and communities with the
aim to facilitate the steps ranging from data discovery up to re-use in accordance with the FAIR
principles and practices.
While datasets are the primary item typology of the resulting data space, other typologies of items
might be managed including repositories and data sources, APIs, metadata schemas and ontologies.
The implementation of the F2DS concept is leveraging on existing tools and services that have been
developed to deal with similar issues so far. Because of this it was decided to follow a pragmatic and
exploratory-oriented approach for the first release of the tool set (Cazenave et al. 2020). In
particular, the EOSC-Pillar F2DS tool set has two focal points: (i) a metadata repository aggregating
the dataset of interest and offering them via APIs and protocols adhering to FAIR principles, and (ii) a
data catalogue offering search and browse on top of the aggregated datasets as well as the
possibility to implement and integrate “views” of the whole data space to be included into virtual
research environments.
The Metadata Repository is primarily based on the FAIR Data Point technology1 extended by a GUI
for, e.g., registering data sources and discovering aggregated datasets plus tools taking care of the
harvesting of metadata and allowing the FAIRification of metadata. The instance of this component
is available at https://ffds.eosc-pillar.eu/
The Data Catalogue is based on gCube technology (in turn relying on CKAN technology for the
catalogue) (Assante et al 2019b). This technology has been extended to support the definition of
specific metadata profiles for the catalogue items. Moreover, it has been extended to be nicely
integrated within Virtual Research Environments thus to provide the specific community served by
the VRE with a custom view of the data space of interest. An instance of this components is available
at https://eosc-pillar.d4science.org/
Figure 1 depicts how the two focal points interact with each other as well as the fact that the two
components provide a rich array of solutions, made available via GUI and APIs, for supporting the
data provision (cf. Sec. 2.1 ) and the data consumption (cf. Sec. 2.2 ) phases. In particular, the two
components will exchange metadata about the datasets aggregated into the data space thus to
make it possible for both of them to populate internal data structures, and to develop dedicated
views on top of the overall data space.
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Figure 1. F2DS workbench Overall Architecture

2.1 Supporting the data provision by F2DS facilities
The F2DS toolset offers two approaches for populating the data space:

 by harvesting, i.e., both the Metadata Repository and the Data Catalogue implement a
method to collect metadata about datasets from existing data sources;

 by publishing, i.e., both the Metadata Repository and the Data Catalogue implement a method
to add metadata about single datasets directly into the data space they expose.

Regarding the harvesting, the Metadata Repository offers a GUI enabling a data provider to
contribute a catalogue / data source via a simple 4-step workflow (see Figure 2):

1. Describe the catalogue / data source;
2. Describe the catalogue API / data source API to access the data;
3. Carry out a metadata mapping in DCAT format;
4. Launch the population of the FAIR Data Point (FDP) with metadata describing the available

datasets of the catalogue / data source.
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2 At the time of writing this report, one gFeed harvesting plug-in has been developed to harvest content from OAI-PMHdata sources.

Figure 2. F2DS Metadata Repository Data Provisioning GUI
Regarding the harvesting, the Data Catalogue offers a GUI (see Figure 2) where authorised users can
register data sources of interest and specify the protocol to use to collect metadata (including DCAT,
OAI-PMH, and CSW). Besides the GUI, the Data Catalogue offers a RESTful service (gFeed) that can
be exploited to run a harvesting task by counting on specific plug-ins (i.e., specific components
developed to interact with the data source)2.
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3 Actually, any item the user community defines by specifying the typology (i.e., a name and a set of metadata fields).

Figure 3. F2DS Data Catalogue Harvesting GUI
Regarding the publishing, the Data Catalogue offers a GUI (see Figure 3) enacting authorised users to
register single datasets3 by simply compiling a form. The metadata collected by the form can be
configured for every single domain, i.e., catalogue item profiles can be defined by properly
instantiating and exploiting the catalogue item model depicted in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Data Catalogue Item Model
Every catalogue item:

 has a number of common metadata (independently of the typology of the item) including (i) a
unique identifier, (ii) a title, (iii) a description, (iv) a number of tags, (v) a license, (vi) a visibility
flag (to indicate whether the item is public, i.e. visible to everyone, or private, i.e. the item is
visible to VRE members only), (vii) an author, (viii) a maintainer, and (ix) a typology. A typology
adds additional metadata (see item-specific metadata);

 has a number of item specific metadata. Item specific metadata can be driven by a profile
specifying a number of field specifications each characterising a metadata field by specifying:
(i) its name, (ii) the mandatory flag (whether the field is mandatory or optional), (iii) the type of
field values (i.e. String, Text, Boolean, Number, Geometry in GeoJSon, Time, Time interval, List
of Times), (iv) the maximum number of occurrences (i.e. whether the field is repeatable or
not), (v) any default value to be proposed, (vi) any accompanying note to facilitate the data
entry, (vii) any controlled vocabulary to facilitate the selection of suitable values, (viii) any
validator to check the inserted value correctness;

 has a number of specific resources, i.e., objects representing identifiable item payloads. Every
resource has (i) an Identifier, (ii) the URL where the payload is stored, (iii) a name, (iv) a
description, and (v) a format (e.g., CSV, XML).

These facilities enact a number of exploitation scenarios, including:
 data sources are integrated into the F2DS via the Metadata Repository facilities and

subsequently made available for data consumption via both the Metadata Repository itself
and the Data Catalogue. One or more Data Catalogue instances, each conceived to serve the
needs of a designated community, can be created on top of the content aggregated and
FAIRified by the Metadata Repository.
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4 The swagger based description of the API is available by http://51.178.69.147/swagger-ui.html
5 F2DS Metadata Repository Blazegraph DB GUI http://51.210.211.132:8888/blazegraph/#query
6 F2DS Data Catalogue REST API https://wiki.gcube-system.org/gcube/GCat_Service
7 The F2DS Data Catalogue DCAT RDF Endpoint https://ckan-eoscpillar.d4science.org/catalog.rdf (it can also be serializedin RDF/XML, Turtle, Notation3, and JSON-LD). There is also an endpoint for every single catalogue item via the followingURI schema https://ckan-eoscpillar.d4science.org/dataset/{datasetid}.{format}

 Datasets can be created into a Data Catalogue instance by either harvesting existing data
sources or publishing facilities. Once into the Data Catalogue, content can be manipulated /
curated by the community and subsequently flow into the Metadata Repository via its
harvesting facility.

2.2 Supporting the data consumption by F2DS facilities
The F2DS offers a rich array of facilities for discovery and access to the metadata of the datasets
aggregated into the F2DS. Depending on the entry point used by the users to access the F2DS
content, diverse views are implemented and supported including both GUIs and APIs.
Regarding the APIs, the following ones are supported:

 The Metadata Repository exposes its content via the FAIR Data Point REST API4;
 The Metadata Repository make it possible to search the content by SPARQL queries (by relying

on the Blazegraph™ DB)5;
 The Data Catalogue supports a REST API (by the gCat service)6 that by the item collection

operations make is possible to programmatically access its content;
 The Data Catalogue exposes DCAT RDF endpoints for both the whole catalogue and the single

item (by using a CKAN plugin)7.
Regarding the GUIs, the following ones are supported:

 The Metadata Repository offers a keyword-based search on its content (see Figure 4).

Figure 5. F2DS Metadata Repository Search GUI
 The Data Catalogue offers a GUI enabling users to execute keyword-based search as well as to

browse and filter content via faceted-search and spatial extent (see Figure 5).
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Figure 6. F2DS Data Catalogue GUI
These facilities enact a number of exploitation scenarios including:

 Data consumers can use any of the available endpoints and APIs for programmatically
accessing the data space or part of it;

 Communities can embed an F2DS Data Catalogue instance in a Virtual Research Environment
thus to have a focused access on community defined part of the whole F2DS.

2.3 Populating and Exploiting the Federated FAIR Data Space
The initial set of Repositories and Data Sources to be considered for the development of the EOSC-
Pillar Federated FAIR Data Space are those stemming from the project use cases (Rizzo et al. 2020).
In particular, the following ones are sources of data of interest for the use cases. For each data
source, Table 1 reports the access (Protocols and APIs) as well as the metadata formats.

Table 1. EOSC-Pillar Data Sources of interest
Name Use Case Description Protocols andAPIs MetadataFormat(s)
CMIP5ESGF DataCollection

T6.1: “Definingprocedures/service to enforcedataprovenance forthematiccommunitiesand beyond”

See https://esgf-data.dkrz.de/search/cmip5-dkrz
REST API Proprietary

CMIP6ESFG DataCollection
T6.1: “Definingprocedures/service to enforcedataprovenance forthematic

See https://esgf-data.dkrz.de/search/cmip6-dkrz
REST API Proprietary
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communitiesand beyond”
CORADataset(GlobalOcean-DelayedModegriddedCORA)

T6.2: “AgileFAIR data forenvironmentand earthsystemcommunities(ocean,atmosphere,continentalsurfaces, solidearth)”

Seehttps://sextant.ifremer.fr/Donnees/Catalogue#/metadata/7691f8b8-1193-4aef-8e7e-0d7a9c88c057

CSW, OAI-PMH,proprietaryAPIs
I S O - 1 9 1 1 5 ,DublinCore

SMOSDataset(CATDS-PDC L3OS3Q mixed -Debiasedaverage 10days &monthlysalinity fieldproductfrom SMOSsatellite(mixedorbits)

T6.2: “AgileFAIR data forenvironmentand earthsystemcommunities(ocean,atmosphere,continentalsurfaces, solidearth)”

Seehttps://sextant.ifremer.fr/Donnees/Catalogue#/metadata/0f02fc28-cb86-4c44-89f3-ee7df6177e7b

CSW, OAI-PMH,proprietaryAPIs
I S O - 1 9 1 1 5 ,DublinCore

ARGOGDAC T6.2: “AgileFAIR data forenvironmentand earthsystemcommunities(ocean,atmosphere,continentalsurfaces, solidearth)”

Seehttps://sextant.ifremer.fr/Donnees/Catalogue#/metadata/3df904de-e47d-4bf9-85a0-7c0942aff8b6

CSW, OAI-PMH,proprietaryAPIs
I S O - 1 9 1 1 5 ,DublinCore

GLOBALOCEANGRIDDEDL4 SEASURFACEHEIGHTSANDDERIVEDVARIABLESREPROCE

T6.2: “AgileFAIR data forenvironmentand earthsystemcommunities(ocean,atmosphere,continentalsurfaces, solidearth)”

Seehttps://resources.marine.copernicus.eu/?option=com_csw&view=details&product_id=SEALEVEL_GLO_PHY_L4_REP_OBSERVATIONS_008_047

CSW, WMS,FTP ISO-19115
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SSED(1993-ONGOING)
DataINRAE T6.3:“Integration ofdatarepositories intoEOSC based oncommunities’approaches”

The Data portal ofINRAE OAI-PMH DublinCore

SoftwareHeritage T6.4: “Softwaresource codepreservation,reference andaccess”

Software Heritage isthe largest publicarchive of softwaresource code and itsdevelopment history

ProprietaryREST API CodeMeta

HAL T6.5: “FAIRprinciples indata life-cyclesfor humanities”
Seehttps://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/

OAI-PMH DubliCore

NAKALA T6.5: “FAIRprinciples indata life-cyclesfor humanities”
Seehttps://www.nakala.fr OAI-PMH DublinCore

DataINSERM T6.6: “Exploringreference datathrough existingcomputingservices for thebioinformatics”

https://dataverse-test.ouvrirlascience.fr/dataverse/inserm/(Underdevelopment)

n.a. n.a.

GEOFONSeismological Archive
T6.7: “Suitabledata formats forseismologicalbig dataprovisioning viaweb services”

Seehttps://geofon.gfz-potsdam.de/
FDSN API StationXML

ARIADNECatalogue T6.9:“Integratingheterogeneousdata on culturalheritage”

A portal ofarchaeologicalresources developedby the ARIADNEcommunity. Seehttp://portal.ariadne-infrastructure.eu/
This table highlights the great variety of datasets the F2DS is called to deal with. The willingness to
make this set of very diverse items seamlessly searchable and accessible require an intensive
dialogue with the communities and data providers. In fact, the dialogue aiming at reshuffling the
datasets so as to make them compliant with the FAIR principles and to benefit from the F2DS toolset
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8 The Research Data catalogue VRE is available at https://eosc-pillar.d4science.org/group/eoscpillarresdatactlg

is planned to be performed more deeply in the second period. The first period was mainly dedicated
to start collecting contents from some of these data sources and showcase how the collected
content manifests in the F2DS.
2.4 Operation Activity Indicators
In order to quantify the operation activity related to the F2DS toolset the following indicators are
collected.

Table 2. F2DS Operation Activity Indicators
Indicator Description
Aggregated datasources The total number of distinct data sources integrated into theF2DS
Aggregated datasets The total number of datasets integrated into the F2DS
Catalogue Accesses The number of accesses (working sessions) to the catalogueservice by the GUI
Catalogue ItemMetadata Views The number of accesses to the single catalogue item
Catalogue ItemResource Views The number of accesses to a catalogue item resource
Catalogue search /browse tasks The number of search / browse tasks done by the catalogueservice
Number of VREsequipped with F2DSfacilities

The number of virtual Research Environments provided withF2DS facilities

At the time of writing this deliverable (December 2020) the indicators in Table 3 have been
collected.

Table 3. F2DS Operation Activity Indicators up to December 2020
Indicator Value Explanation
Aggregated datasources 4 The data sources CORA, SMOS, ARGO, and Data INRAEhave been integrated by using the Metadata Repositoryservice. Regarding CORA, SMOS, and ARGO thediscussion is ongoing especially for what regards theconcept of dataset.
Aggregated datasources 4 The data sources CORA, SMOS, ARGO, and Data INRAEhave been integrated by using the Data Catalogueservice. CORA, SMOS, and ARGO have been integratedeach as a single entry.
Aggregated 80,954 This is the number of items made available by theResearch Data Catalogue VRE8. This VRE has been
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9 The overall EOSC-Pillar Catalogue is available at https://eosc-pillar.d4science.org/catalogue-eoscpillar

datasets created to experiment and showcase how a collaborativeworking environment offering F2DS services may looklike. The environment offers both the GUI of F2DSfacilities (Metadata Repository and Catalogue) as well asother services including an OpenRefine instanceequipped with FAIR plug-ins and a link to the FAIREvaluation Services (operated by FAIR sharing) that couldbe used to assess the FAIRness of datasets. The set ofservices this VRE offer might be extended in the future.
CatalogueAccesses 768 This is the total amount of access to the overall EOSC-Pillar catalogue9 in the period January 2020 – December2020. The overall catalogue contains the datasetsresulting from the F2DS plus few items (85 out of 81k) thathave been created to serve the needs of othercommunities and cases. A graph reporting the per monthfigures is in Figure 7.
Catalogue ItemMetadata Views 98 This is the total amount of search and browse operationsperformed over the whole EOSC-Pillar catalogue in theperiod in the period January 2020 – December 2020. Agraph reporting the per month figures is in Figure 8.
Catalogue ItemResource Views 1101 This is the total amount of views to catalogue items overthe whole EOSC-Pillar catalogue in the period in theperiod January 2020 – December 2020. A graph reportingthe per month figures is in Figure 9.
Catalogue search/ browse tasks 146 This is the total amount of views to catalogue itemresources over the whole EOSC-Pillar catalogue in theperiod in the period January 2020 – December 2020. Agraph reporting the per month figures is in Figure 10.
Number of VREsequipped withF2DS facilities

3 F2DS facilities have been integrated into the followingenvironments: (i) the Research Data environment, i.e. theenvironment created to showcase F2DS facilities, (ii) theEOSC-Pillar 4 Agrifood, i.e. the under developmentenvironment stemming from use case 6.3, and (iii) theEOSC-Pillar 4 COVID-19, i.e. the under developmentenvironment for supporting the use case on drugdiscovery.
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Figure 7. Catalogue Accesses Figure 8. Catalogue Search & Browse

Figure 9. Catalogue Metadata Views Figure 10. Catalogue Resource Views
These indicators confirm that the F2DS is still in a development stage. We do expect that the figures
will grow a lot during the next period, i.e., once more data sources will be onboarded and the
communities will start exploiting the aggregated contents and facilities to better support their use
cases.
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3 Conclusion and Remarks
This deliverable provides an up-to-date brief description of the services and facilities contributing to
the EOSC-Pillar F2DS workbench and gives some early indicators on the exploitation of this
technology when dealing with datasets and data sources of interest for the communities involved in
EOSC-Pillar via the use cases under development in WP6.
The EOSC-Pillar F2DS tool set has two focal points: (i) a metadata repository aggregating the dataset
of interest and offering them via APIs and protocols adhering to FAIR principles, and (ii) a data
catalogue offering search and browse on top of the aggregated datasets as well as the possibility to
implement and integrate “views” of the whole data space to be included into virtual research
environments. Additional services will be added to this initial offering. In particular services helping
to assess the FAIRness of datasets and services helping to enrich datasets by using ontologies are
under consideration.
During the reporting period the following operation activities was performed: (a) a total of 4 out of
13 data sources of interest have been integrated to showcase the early implementation of the F2DS,
(b) a total of 81k datasets resulted from this initial integration, (c) 3 virtual research environments
have been deployed to provide the communities with F2DS service instances. These figures highlight
how the operation activity of the period was mainly dedicated to showcase the capabilities of the
under-development technology. A full development of the F2DS will take place during the second
period of the project when the implementation of the use cases will be completed and the
communities will start exploiting the resulting services and data.
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